The Range

- ML3000-24  24 mono, 2 stereo inputs
- ML3000-32  32 mono, 2 stereo inputs
- ML3000-40  40 mono, 2 stereo inputs
- RPS11      3U Power Supply Unit
- RPSD2      Power Supply Combiner
- 002-223    2.8 metre DC power lead
- AP2725     RPS11 Power Supply User Guide
- AP2263     RPSD2 combiner User Guide
- AP4511     ML3000 Service Manual
- AL4061     Gooseneck lamp 18”

Installation Details

Weights

- 24 Channel 34 kg (75 lbs)
- 32 Channel 41 kg (90 lbs)
- 40 Channel 48 kg (106 lbs)
- RPS11 PSU  9.5 kg (21 lbs)

Refer to the power supply user guide for safety and installation instructions. 
Heed all warnings printed in the user guide and on the power unit.

Refer to the RPSD2 user guide for instructions on linking two RPS11 power supplies for redundant supply backup.